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ABSTRACT: 

Automated Number Plate Recognition is a form of image processing that recognises a car by its licence 

plate number. Designing an effective automatic authorised vehicle recognition system with the help of 

the licence plate is the goal. The created system finds the car first, then takes a picture of it. The region 

of the vehicle number plate is retrieved from an image using image segmentation. The technique utilised 

for character recognition is optical character recognition. The two steps of this method are plate number 

detection and recognition. In the plate number identification phase, the number plate is identified from 

the captured image, and in the plate recognition phase, the segmented plate is used to identify the 

characters and numbers. Python and open CV are used to implement the system, and real images are 

used to test the system's performance. The experiment shows that the created system can correctly find 

and identify the vehicle licence plate on real photos. Police forces all across the world utilise ANPR to 

enforce the law. Moreover, it is utilised for parking management, tollbooth payments, and electronic 

toll collecting. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 
A system known as automatic number-plate recognition employs optical character recognition on 

photographs to scan licence plates and generate data on the location of the vehicles. The pictures taken 

by the cameras and the text from the licence plate can both be stored using automatic number-plate 

recognition. It is necessary for ANPR technology to accommodate for regional plate variances. Even 

if a Great Much of Progress Has Been Made In recent decades, the majority of systems have operated 

in constrained settings. As a result, there is still much space for advancement since an ALPR system 

needs to be precise in a variety of environmental and plate circumstances. Deep Learning techniques 

have significantly advanced the state-of-the-art for computer vision applications like object detection 

and recognition. Our licence plate detection and recognition programme can be made using Python. 

Specifically, three of its libraries OpenCV, EasyOCR, and Imutils are used to accomplish. 

 
A Python package called OpenCV makes it possible to carry out image processing and computer vision 

tasks. It offers a variety of capabilities, such as tracking, face recognition, and object detection. In this 

project, we employ OpenCV to process images and recognise licence plates from them. A machine 

learning and computer vision software library is available for free under the name OpenCV. Open- 

Source Computer Vision Library is how OpenCV is formally referred as. It was developed to speed 

up the incorporation of machine perception into consumer goods and to offer a standardised 

infrastructure for computer vision applications. 

A Python tool called EasyOCR can be used to extract text from images. It is a broad OCR that is 

effective at real-time prediction and employs deep learning to recognise objects. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition System for Vehicle Identification Using Optical Character 

Recognition. Authors: Muhammad Tahir Qadri, Muhammad Asif. 
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The goal of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), a technology for image processing that uses 

a vehicle's license plate to identify it, is to create an effective system for automatically identifying 

authorized vehicles. The system's developed system first detects the vehicle before capturing its image, 

and the vehicle number plate region is then extracted using image segmentation. OCR (optical character 

recognition). In order to determine precise information like the owner of the car, the location of 

registration, the address, etc., the generated data is then utilized to compare with records on a database. 

 

LICENSE PLATE DETECTION USING PYTHON: Done by Rupali Gurav. 

 

In order to monitor and manage college entrance gates for both private and public enterprises, this paper 

discusses the number plate recognition system. The parking gate's licence plate numbers. On-road stolen 

automobiles can also be detected by this method. A camera for this system is situated close to the 

entrance and exit gates. The photos captured by the camera are processed by a computer, and the data 

on the cars is kept longer in the system database. Additionally, this system has the ability to manage the 

automatic opening and closing of parking gates while only allowing approved vehicles through. 

Similarly, the technique can be used to extract more data about automobiles. For processing, this system 

uses a camera that is waterproof and dustproof and produces high-quality photos. 

 

With their powerful infrared beams, these cameras may be utilised in any weather to find moving objects 

in the dark. In order to get a clean image, it can also detect the vehicles in any temperature range. This 

system makes use of software that consumers can access for a reasonable price. The software included 

in the system is used to define both a white list for vehicles that are authorised and a black list for 

vehicles that are not authorised and cannot pass through the gate. By putting the suggested strategy into 

practise, this system can increase vehicle security and safety. For automatic gate opening and closing, 

the system can be connected to gates. Other changes, such as the system's connection to alarms, lights, 

or smart. 

 

In this study, a system takes a picture of a car, and the identification of the vehicle is checked using a 

Raspberry Pi processor to ensure that the original image and the test image are same. If any. When an 

unregistered car is found, the system uses a buzzer alarm system to send a computer alert. The system 

receives an image of the vehicle as input, and it outputs the number plate. 

 

VEHICLE NUMBER PLATE DETECTION USING MATLAB: Done by Sharmishtha Mohite 

 
This essay illustrates how a camera records a video of a car's licence plate in the first stage. Software 

called MATLAB is used to read this video. A 10- to 15-second clip is used during surgeries. The 10- 

second clip has 240 frames. At frame rate 24 fps, video is transformed into frames in the second stage. 

The third phase, which is converting frames into images, is crucial. Thereafter the opening and closing 

procedures are completed. Image processing techniques like segmentation, identification, and 

localization have been used to recover the vehicle number plate. The edges of the image are first 

detected by a clever edge detection technique. The morphological operator is then applied. And the 

number plate is recognised in this manner. 

 

India uses a standard pattern for licence plates that starts with the state code, then the district code, and 

then four specific codes for that particular vehicle number plate. There may be mistakes if the 

background and number plate have the same colour. 

 

Identifying and detecting the licence plate. Images are subjected to processes including opening and 

closing, erosion, and dilatation. The project has various sections, including The camera is used to 

capture the initial coloured image. The red image is then changed from colour to grayscale. Several 

filtering techniques are employed to eliminate noise from images; in this case, median filtering is used 

to get rid of salt and pepper noise. Histogram equalisation can be used to reduce visual contrast. the 

following. 
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The primary goal of this paper is to use the Restoration technique to find licence plates in various 

environments. The quality of an image is raised by image enhancement. The mechanism in this study 

operates as follows: With a camera that is fixed in place, a video is first recorded. MATLAB procedures 

are used to divide the video into frames after it has been taken. The video lasts for 10 seconds and has 

240 frames or images. It is transformed into photos after being converted from video to frames. 
 

For these photos, specific operations are carried out to extract the licence plate. On the chosen, several 

resolution approaches are used. Using the extracted images, image restoration and contrast 

amplification are used to identify.Detection And Recognition of Multiple License Plate from Still 

Images: Done by Aishwarya Menon and Bini Omman. 

 
Plate detection and Plate recognition are the two categories into which the algorithm's two primary 

processes fall. Depending on the width and height, different countries' licence plates are selected in 

the plate detecting process. The two primary methods of categorization and segmentation. 

 
Plate detection procedures. We apply a variety of filters, morphological procedures, and contour 

algorithms during the segmentation stage to recover the portion of the image that contains the plate. 

We employ a Support Vector Machine throughout the classification phase (SVM). An IR camera is 

used to take a picture of the ALPR system. Different conditions call for diverse ANPR system 

approaches and tactics. 

 
Segmenting the image into many segments is the first step in the segmentation process. 

Changing a colour image to a grayscale image is the first step in the grayscale conversion process. The 

primary characteristic of plate segmentation is the abundance of vertical edges in the licence plate 

region. At this phase, we cut away any pieces that don't have any vertical edges. We will eliminate all 

trace of noise before looking for vertical edges. 

 
Sobel Filter: To locate the vertical edges, we employ a Sobel filter. Now, the first horizontal derivative 

is calculated. The Sobel operator functions when Gaussian smoothing and differentiation are 

combined. Threshold: Using Otsu's method, we apply a threshold filter, which is the most 

straightforward segmentation technique. The approach of Otsu produced a binary image with a 

threshold value. The ideal threshold value is chosen automatically by Otsu's approach. We can give 

them any value, such as 0, 55, or 0 for black. Close morphological operations that process images 

based on shapes are known as morphological operations. Erosion and dilation are the two basic 

divisions of morphological operations. We will have the potential locations that may contain in this 

method. plates. Erosion white depicts a smaller thing. 

 
3. METHODOLOGY: 

Step-1: Read in image, Grayscale and Blur from the dataset. 

Step-2: Apply Filter and Find edges for Localization and Find Contours and Apply Mask. 

Step-3: Use EasyOCR to Read Text 
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Image Processing: 

It is difficult to recognise crucial edges and other elements in an RGB To Gray Conversion-Color image. 

We must first convert coloured images to grayscale images since processing RGB images is 

complicated and takes more time. Adaptive histogram equalisation for image enhancement aims to 

improve image contrast (gray colour image). In this, we create a number of histograms, each for a 

different part of the image. Because a single histogram covers the full image in a standard histogram, 

this is useful. Median filtering-To eliminate visual noise. 
 

 

Fig. Gray Scale Image 

 

 
Contour Detection and Apply Mask: 

The majority of licence plate shapes are rectangles, so we'll use discover contours to find the contour 

with four points so we can see the form of the rectangle. Once all the contours are found, they can all 

be sorted to get an approximation polygon. using the mask. This is in the form of the original image, 

the contour of which is drawn, the number plate is removed, the image is cropped, and the result is an 

image that represents the number plate segment. 
 

 

Fig. Contour and Apply mask 

 

 
Extraction of Number Plate: 

Using feature extraction to extract character features and their various classification methods, the 

character recognition method is finished. For the purpose of recognising characters from the licence 
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plate, a deep learning algorithm is used. Each character is easily compared to the entire alphanumeric 

database using optical character recognition (OCR). In order to match each individual character, OCR 

really uses the correlation method. Once the number has been located, it is then saved in a variable in 

string format. 

An technique known as character segmentation aims to separate an image of a string of characters into 

smaller images of individual symbols. It is a decision-making process in an optical character recognition 

system (OCR). 
 

 

 

Fig. Number plate Extraction 

 
4. RESULT: 

 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE: 

About Indian car number plates or licence plates, this work discusses number plate detection and 

recognition. The main contributions of this work are taking into account difficult circumstances like 

fluctuating lighting, hazy. The OpenCV framework was utilised for training before the construction of 

the ANPR system for numerous applications. The system performed badly in brightly lit surroundings 

when morphological processing was initially used for licence plate localization, according to an analysis 

of the algorithm's effectiveness. The deployment of edge detection methods comes next, increasing the 

localization's effectiveness. Lastly, the number plate is retrieved and displayed using easyocr characters. 

The coding complexity is also decreased while using easyocr. In a dynamic setting where the vehicles 

were automatically spotted, the system was put to the test. Character recognition and plate localisation 

were carried out more successfully than with Systems. Number plates with distorted, loud, unusual, and 

worn-out portions. 
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The pre-processing part of this work includes the use of a number of image processing techniques, 

including morphological transformation, Gaussian smoothing, and Gaussian thresholding. Then, 

contours are applied by boundary following and filtered based on character dimensions and spatial 

localization for number plate segmentation. After region of interest filtering and de-skewing, character 

identification is done using the K-nearest neighbour technique. We intend to use a Convolutional Neural 

Network in the future, which unifies detection and recognition into a single framework. 
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